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Abstract. The hydrogen bonding (HB) effects on the NMR shielding
of selected atoms in a few Ser-nH2O complexes have been investigated with quantum mechanical calculations of the 15N and 13C tensors.
Interaction with water molecules causes important changes in geometry and electronic structure of serine. Chemical shift calculations,
geometry optimization and energies have been performed with ab initio method at HF/6-31G* and HF/6-31G** levels with magnetic properties of the gauge-including atomic orbital method. There is evidence that intermolecular effects are important in determining the 15N
chemical shifts of free amino acid residue, to assign principal axes of
the tensors, and some systematic trends appear from the analysis of
the calculated values.
Formation of each interaction (in ten orientations) results in a change
of the bridging hydrogen’s chemical shifts of N…H bond that indicate the most stabilized compound. The CαH…O bond plays an
important role in the interactions of amino acids residue upon the
structure and function of a protein. This paper represents comparison
between theoretical and experimental values of NMR resonances.
Calculations at HF/6-31G** level produce results in better agreement
with the experimental data.
Keywords: Isotropy and Anisotropy, chemical shift, ab initio serine,
CαH…O, hydrogen bonding.

Resumen. Los efectos de protección que ejercen en RMN los puentes
de de hidrógeno (PH) en ciertos átomos del complejo Ser-nH2O
fueron investigados mediante cálculos de mecánica cuántica y tensores de 15N y 13C. La interacción con moléculas de agua causa cambios importantes en la geometría y en la estructura electrónica de la
serina.
Los cálculos de desplazamientos químicos, optimizaciones de la
geometría y los cálculos de energía se llevaron a cabo mediante métodos ab-initio a niveles HF/6-31G* y HF/6-31G** con propiedades
magnéticas incluyendo el método del orbital atómico. Hay evidencia
de que los efectos intermoleculares son importantes en la determinación de los desplazamientos químicos de 15N del residuo libre del
aminoácido para la asignación de los ejes principales de los tensores,
y se observaron algunas tendencias sistemáticas a partir del análisis
de los valores calculados. La formación de cada interacción (en diez
orientaciones) resulta en un cambio de los desplazamientos químicos
de la unión N…H, lo que indica un compuesto mas estabilizado. La
unión CαH…O desempeña un papel importante en la estructura y en
la función de una proteína. Este artículo representa una comparación
entre los valores teóricos y experimentales de RMN. Los cálculos al
nivel HF/6-31G** produce resultados de mayor concordancia con los
datos experimentales.
Palabras clave: Isotropía, anisotropía, desplazamiento químico, abinitio, serina, puentes de hidrógeno

Introduction

As far as the amino acids are concerned, due to their
chemical structure the majority of H-bond interactions
between them and water are of the following types: C=O…H,
N-H…O and N…H-O. In this work, we focus our attention on
serine with water molecules.
The hydrogen bond is one of the least well understood
compounds in the energy decomposition that is used to predict
the folding of biological complexes such as proteins. Its
importance stems from its directionality and modest bonding
energies midway between strong covalent and weak Van der
Waals bonds. For this reason, the hydrogen bond is characterized by a certain amount of charge transfer which could be
determined in a compound.
Recent improvements in ab initio quantum chemical
methodologies, when combined with similar improvements in
computer hardware, have recently permitted the first successful predictions of the 15N , 13C and 19F nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of proteins in solution, [4,5] and have led to
methods for refining existing solution structures [6].
In the last few years, the 15N isotope has become a prominent messenger protein. Successful interpretation of 15N NMR

The serine proteases are a common type of enzymes that cut
certain peptide bonds in other proteins and in mammalian
body, serine proteases perform many important functions,
especially in digestion, blood clothing, putative neurotransmitters and the complement system because it is a constituent of
brain proteins and nerve coverings and is also important in the
formation of cell membranes [3].
Serine is first isolated in 1856 from sericin, a silk protein,
and is a nonessential amino acid and can be synthesized in the
body from glycine [1].
Serine plays an important role in intermediary metabolism
of fat, tissue growth and the immune system as it assists in the
production of immunoglobulins and antibodies in human pregnancy as a source of one carbon pool for nucleotide biosynthesis, as an endogenous ligand for the glycine, and as a contributor to cysteine biosynthesis [2].
Most of the current investigations in theoretical chemistry
are based on the study of molecules immersed in a solvent
phase.
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data requires an accurate knowledge of the chemical shifts
anisotropy (CSA) and tensor for asymmetric (CSAa) [7-10].
The calculation of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
parameters using semi-empirical and ab initio techniques has
become a major and powerful tool in the investigation of how
variations in the molecular structure occur. The ability to
quickly evaluate and correlate the magnitude and orientation
of the chemical shielding anisotropy (CSA) tensor with variations in bond length, bond angles, and local coordination and
nearest neighbor interactions has seen a number of recent
applications in the investigation of molecular structure [1115].
The calculations also provide valuable information for
exploring the experimental NMR chemical shifts with the
molecular geometry and environment [16, 17].
NMR chemical shifts are quite sensitive to intermolecular
interactions. Recent works indicate that the 15N chemical
shifts principal values. These results suggest that it may be
possible to obtain explicit relationships between 15N chemical
shifts and hydrogen bonding and compounds [18].
Although conventional hydrogen bonds that involve electronegative atoms like oxygen and nitrogen have been thoroughly studied over the decades since their first introduction
into the literature and are presently well understood [19-21],
but the CH…O interaction is thought to be crucial in a large
of molecular complexes and crystal structures [22-26].
This being the case, it would be surprising indeed if the
CH…O bond were any less important in biological systems.
In fact, after some early propels of CH…O contacts [27-29].
There is an increasing body of evidence that CH…O contacts occur with some regularity in protein as well. It was
noted some time ago that the various amino acids contain
these interactions [30-36].
By far the most prevalent CH group in proteins involves
the Cα of each amino acid residue, so its possible involvement
in H-bonds is of profound consequences. Even if individually
weak, the sheer number of such CαH…O H-bonds could exert
an enormous influence upon the structure and function of a
protein [37, 38].

Computational and Theoretical Method
There is thus reason to be optimistic that in the future, when
combined with experimental shielding tensor element measurements, may enable new general approaches to structure
determination of proteins in solution.
This work describes the performance of quantum chemical and theoretical method in calculating the geometry coordination, energies, charges and chemical shift tensors of hydration of serine.
The 15N and 13C tensors and the energy minimized structures for both the serine and serine-nH2O complexes (n=1,
2,… 10) were calculated using the parallel of the GAUSSIAN
98 software package on a computer.
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The gauge-including atomic orbital (GIAO) method at the
Hartree-Fock (HF) level of theory with 6-31G* and 6-31G**
basis sets was employed.
This study involves calculations by keywords OPT and
NMR, for optimization and chemical shift calculations,
respectively.
The choice of this basis set is based on the consideration
that in order to obtain reliable properties of hydrogen bonded
complexes.
Typically it is only necessary to report the three principal
compounds (or eignvalues) of the 15N and 13C CSAa tensors
(σ11, σ22, σ33) when is discussing the magnitude of the shielding tensor.
The 15N and 13C CSAa tensors can also be described by
three additional parameters; The isotropic value, σiso, the
anisotropy of the tensor, σaniso, nonsymmetric shielding tensor,
Δσ,asymmetric of chemical shielding anisotropy, CSAa, effective chemical shielding, σeff and chemical shift, δ.
In this paper these parameters have been calculated to
suggest the solvation model of serine to estimate the most stabilized of serine-nH2O complexes.

Results and Discussions
Our results point out the possibility that the charge transfer
electronic states may play a significant role in the, up to now,
quite mysterious process of methods. It would be quite interesting to carry out a detailed experimental exploration of these
systems using various techniques.
a) Modeling of the hydration of serine:
In practice, if the system is described using quantum mechanics, the applicability of the model is restricted to a selected
number of configurations of a solute surrounded by a few solvent molecules. Several studies necessary for a more complete
understanding for hydrogen bonding in serine proteases are
planned.
Firstly, we have tried with one water molecule in ten
positions, the structure of all possible monohydrated complexes was fully optimized, and small difference of energy appears
among these conformations. Then a second water molecule is
added, and the hydrated complex having the lowest energy is
found in the same way. Such a procedure is repeated 10 water
molecules are arranged around the aminoacid (Figure 1).
Comparison of the geometry of isolated and hydrated serine (optimized bond lengths, bond angles and torsion angles)
reveals that the interaction with water molecules noticeably
influences the molecular structure of amino acid under consideration (Table 1).
Considering to this results shows that HF/6-31G**optimized geometry of serine is closer to experimental results [39]
than HF/6-31G* optimized data.And complexes of serine10H2O is more stable than other complexes of these indicated
this compound.
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Fig. 1. Optimized structures of serine nH2O (n = 1, 2, 10) with the HF/6-31G* and HF/6-31G** Level/bases set.
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Table 1. The molecular geometries of serine in ten orientations with water molecules at Hartree Fock level of theory.

b) Stabilization energy in the various orientations:
Here, hydration of serine in water solvent causes that the stabilization energies to be more negative than non-hydrated this
compound. Ab initio calculations on serine complexes have
shown the lowest energy at HF/6-31G** level including water
molecules making two simultaneous H-bonds either with the
(H and O) atom pair.
The interaction energy of each of the serine complexes
with water as the proton acceptor is reported as E in Table 2,
under the convention that a negative energy corresponds to a

favorable binding energy. This energy of this model with
water was greater than single serine. One can assume therefore that binding energies for each of the amino acids in Table
2 would be more negative by a like amount when the residue
is surrounded by peptide groups.
These observations are important since they suggest a
route to structure determination, or at least refinement, an
approach which should find particular utility in investigating
the structures of peptides and proteins.

Table 2. Comparison between calculated binding energies of serine nH2O complexes in
two basis set of ab initio method in kcal mol–1
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c) Effect of 15N NMR on the formation of serine-nH2O
complexes:
NMR determination of N-H dipolar couplings in oriented
samples with the separated local field approach also imply the
essentially planar nature of the peptide bond. It therefore
seems likely that the majority of peptide groups are planar, in
actual protein [40].
During past few years, 15N isotope has become prominent
messenger of biopolymer dynamics in protein. For this amino
acid, we found a good correlation between the experimentally
observed 15N and shift and those computed ab initio, which
led us to develop methods for the refinement of serine in protein in solution [39].
We first consider the principal components of the 15N
shielding tensor for the serine and serine-nH2O complexes (up
to ten H2O) to determine the effects of side chain substitution.
The water molecule has been taken as the oxygen proton
acceptor in the hydrogen bonds discussed here. While HOH is
in fact one of the acceptor molecules that one would expect to
participate in such interactions, it also adequately mimics the
hydroxyl group that occurs on such residues as serine.
The hydrogen bond length has a strong influence on the
chemical shielding tensor of both imino proton and nitrogen, on
their orientation. As the length of the hydrogen bond decreases,
the least shielding component σ11, σ22, σ33, δ deflects from the
N-H vector and the shielding tensor becomes increasingly
asymmetric. Since the N-H is a substituent electronegative
group, one might anticipate only a minor perturbation upon the
chemical shift tensors in the complexes with water. This seemingly opposite behavior with increasing of water molecules in
two basis sets of theoretical level (Table 3, 4).

complexes in this paper, there is a uniform increase in shielding for each tensor element upon 6-31G** basis set.
The CαH…O could then be a more controllable and cooperative alternative than N-H…O bonds for exploiting the
strength and directionality of hydrogen bonds in the
hydrophobic environment and achieving,simultaneously,stability and specificity in transmembrane interactions.
As mentioned earlier, the structures of the various complexes have been optimized under the restriction of a linear
CαH…O arrangement. As a result the optimized complex is
not, strictly speaking, a true minimum on the entire potential
energy surface. The large deshielding predicted for H is especially interesting since it has been implicated in a possible HB
with the C=O group of serine. As expected, relaxation of this
restriction permits the water molecule to swing around toward
the COOH group, forming an H-bond between the carbonyl
oxygen of the COOH and one of the water hydrogens, a bond
that is stronger than the CαH…O interaction of interest. Since
the CαH group of each of amino acid residue in a protein is
directly adjacent to a pair of electronegative groups (the N
and C ends of two amide groups),it is logical to presume
that its ability to form an H-bond is comparable in complexes of serine-n H 2 O and we have indicated active site ,
Therefore CαH…O H-bond is important factor in the folding
from one side and unfolding from active side of protein molecule(Figure 3).

d) The effect of CαH…O hydrogen bond in the protein
folding:
Whereas the Cα of an amino acid is surrounded by NH2 and
COOH groups, it lies adjacent to full peptide groups within
the context of a protein.
The CαH…O hydrogen bond are important determinants
of stability, specificity and, depending on in membrane protein folding.
This works indicate the shielding of σiso, σ11, σ22 and σ33
has permitted the successful prediction of coordination and
structure of serine with use of Cα shielding tensor. Some confidence can, therefore, be placed in the quality of the calculations, since not only are the well-known isotropic chemical
shift differences between 1 to 10 water molecules (Tables 5).
Figure 2 we show Ramachandran shielding surfaces for
asymmetric of chemical shielding anisotropy, CSAa for Cα of
serine hydrated in two level (HF/6-31G* and HF/6-31G**) of
ab initio calculations.
The results given in Table 5 and Figure 2 show that, with
increasing of water molecules to stabilized molecule, the shift
is increased, also has been seen in the axially asymmetric
case, that CSAa= Δσ.
More ever the basis set dependence, the influence of the
relaxation of the geometry, therefore in most cases for these

1. The degree of agreement between correlated theoretical
data and experimental methods mentioned will give us
important insights into the nature of molecular interactions
in the studied compounds and will provide us with an evaluation of the accuracy limits of these methods.
2. Creating and adapting tool for extracting information from
the data bycomputercalculations has been always important
task for producing labile character of the structure of hydration surrounding amino acid of serine.
3. Important probe of hydrogen bonding within protein, effect
on proton chemical shifts and fractionation factors will be
investigated. NMR chemical shifts ( 15N and 13C NMR
Shielding Tensors) in hydrated serine has been performed
by ab initio methods.
4. Optimization at the 6-31G** level yields molecular geometries in good agreement with experimental values for serine,
and superior to those previously obtained theoretically.
Complex of serine-10H2O has been more stabilized than the
other indicated compounds with this level of theory.
5. The existence of CαH…O hydrogen bonds between the
water molecules and hydrophobic part of the amino acid has
established. It seems that the CαH…O interaction appears to
be a true H-bond that has significant role in folding of protein.

Conclusion
The results presented in this paper show that:
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Table 3. 15N pricipal values of the chemical shifts in hydrated serine with by HF/6-31G* method
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Table 4. 15N pricipal values of the chemical shifts in hydrated serine with by HF/6-31G** method
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Fig. 2. Computed shielding tensor elementos for Ca in complexes of
serine-nH2O (n = 1,... 10) obtained by using a Hartree Fock method
with 6-31G* and 6-31G** basis set respectively: (a, A’) CSA.

Table 5. Summary of representative computed Ca shielding tensor elements for serine nH2O complexes by
HF/6-31G* and HF/6-31G** calculations
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Fig. 3. Computed chemical shifts elements, , for C in complexex of
serine nH2O (n = 1,... 10).
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